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Pillow Box Supplies:  
Kraft Pillow Boxes : (#147018) 
Snowflakes: Whisper White (#100730): 1 sheet 
Belly Bands:   1 sheet each of:  Merry Melot card stock (#146979) and Mossy Meadow (133676) each 
strip is 1-3/4” and long enough to fit around belly of Pillow Box 
Metallic Pearls (146282) 
5/8” Polda Dot Tulle Ribbon White (#146912) 
Big Shot (#143263) 
Snowflake Thinlits  



Decorating Directions: 

1. Using the Big Shot die cut 1 large detailed snowflake out of your favorite snowflake thinlit die 
set.   

2. Using the Big Shot die cut 1 smaller detailed snowflake.  

3.Cut one 1-3/4” x 11” strip of either Merry Melot or Mossy Meadow. 
Wrap around center of the Pillow box and trim down so you have 1” over 
lap.   

4. Use your Tear and Tape and adhere your strip.  Don’t adhere it to the pillow box - you want it to 
slide back and forth.  Tape the over lap down onto the the strip. 

5. In the two boxes I created you will see on the Merry Merlot box I wrapped a piece of the Polka 
Dot ribbon over the adhered Merry Merlot Strip.  Under the Snowflake.  Then put the layered 
Snowflake on and put the gold pearl on the center of the snowflake.   Doing it this way you do 
not have to untie the ribbon or remove the belly band to get to the gift/treat you put inside.  
The flaps are easy to open.   You can fill your box after decorating.   
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6. On the box with Mossy Meadow I adhered the snowflake layered snowflake to the adhered belly 
band and tied the ribbon around the long side of the box and tied a bow on top of the snowflake.  
Doing it this way you will have to stuff your gift/treat inside your box before finishing the 
decorating.  Then in order to get the treat/git out - the ribbon will have to be untied.   
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